
The Wines

Firebox Ridge wines simply had to be great, interesting and above all else, 
exemplify what the operation is all about. The Firebox Ridge venture is one of 
the most significant developments in our company’s history. It encompasses 
vineyard developments from our spiritual home of North West Victoria, to the 
Barossa Valley, Adelaide Hills and Coonawarra.

The wines of Ocean Grove have been produced utilising a combination
of traditional and modern winemaking technique. The aim has been to 
maximise quality at every step of viti-cultural and winemaking practice. 
Ocean Grove wines are produced from fruit harvested at optimum maturity 
from our strictly controlled lower yielding vineyards located in Victoria’s 
North Western regions. Regulated deficit irrigation has also contributed to 
the full flavours and intense characters achieved in the final wines.

Picarus is the flagship of Winetrust Estates Pty Ltd. The Picarus vineyards 
are the most prized of the company and no expense has been spared 
in their development. Picarus when fully explained relates to primary 
and secondary factors that reflect the vision of its designer. These are: 
Pedicel, Iron, Cepage, Adega, Reserve, United and Science.  The vineyard 
area of Wrattonbully in the Limestone Coast of South Australia was 
selected for its unequalled “terroir”. This is probably the most wonderful 
emerging district in Australia today. We have also added a superb Riesling 
from our joint venture Clare Valley vineyard to the range which has been 
highly acclaimed.

Winetrust Estates Pty Ltd was the vision of its original founders. The company gestated in 1997 
and the first wines were released in 1999. The company holds many diverse quality wine industry 
involvements in the States of Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia. 

Each of the company’s products are branded in the livery reflecting the quality of the actual 
vineyards from where the wines have emanated.
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Catlin Cove and Mystic Sounds wines are the result of a magnificent 
relationship and a series of joint ventures in Marlborough New Zealand
 that we began in 2009. The Catlin Cove range exemplifies why Marlborough 
New Zealand is the greatest place on earth to produce Sauvignon Blanc and 
even Pinot Noir.



The Wines

Our Mystic Sounds wines take that statement to the next level. Mystic Sounds wines 
are produced from extraordinary vineyards located in several sub-regions of the 
Wairau River Valley and are of the highest quality.

This incredibly interesting wine has been made utilising the Ripasso method famous 
in certain vineyards of Italy. This technique saw a percentage of the Shiraz sun dried 
on wooden racks for several weeks. This sun dried portion of the grapes were added 
to the balance of normally fermenting Shiraz for an extended maceration. Following 
fermentation, the wine was racked to a combination of French and American oak of 
varying ages for maturation prior to bottling. All of this has resulted in a complex wine 
style of great richness with balance. The wine will benefit from further ageing under 
correct cellaring conditions.

The cepage comprises a blend of Chardonnay, Semillon, Pinot Grigio and 
Colombard in an exact breakdown of 25% of each. This has created unprecedented 
complexity and harmony within the style as each component played its part in the 
overall flavour. The final wine was then carried through to fully sparkling and this 
has created a fine, persistent and vibrant bead. This delightful Australian sparkling 
wine has a pale lime/gold colour, a fine, vigorous bead and a good mousse. 
The palate is crisp, light, and lifted with acidity contributing tightness, freshness 
and a lemony/citrus finish.

(Vita Piena our name for this wonderful range when translated from Italian is 
particular apt for this wine-FULL LIFE). From selected blocks within the vineyards 
throughout Victoria. A fantastic example of true Moscato with hints of melon, 
stone fruits and lifted citrus. The slightly sparkling style adds even more “fun” 
to overall style of the wine. Moscato is a wine for everyone to enjoy, the slightly 
spritzig or frizzante effect results in a lively and fresh finish.
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